It is easy to forget that we are treating human beings. Not cell lines, not animal models, not test subjects. Living breathing, walking, talking, thinking, dreaming human beings. People with parents, children, and significant others. Humans who at one point sat on a swing, laughing as their father pushed them forward and back. Toddlers who ran and pressed their head against their mother's leg in a spontaneous show of affection. A human being with a history. Now that human being is hurling epithets at us, full of conviction and perhaps even malice. Eyes, shrouded under a deep furrowed brow, brimming with rage. Where does it come from, this surge of incensed indecency? Somewhere deep within this gentleman no doubt, for such an outpouring of malevolence cannot reside on the surface. It represents something twisted within the caverns of himself. A place that perhaps even he fears to venture. That place is now spewing forth upon us, his healers.
Across the room is another human being, proclaiming that she wields the power to strike us down, to ruin us. She extols an oath swearing to be the architect of our downfall. To stand upon our lifeless body and laugh at our frailty. To look into her eyes is to gaze, however briefly, into the darkest depths of her illness. For all her supposed greatness, she revels only in her ability to cause the destruction of those who seek to oppose her. We, her healers, will be brought to kneel before her.
In the face of such adversity, such resistance, we persevere. It was our initial desire to "help people" that led us to study the basic science and clinical nosology of human behavior. In our training, we splayed open the abdominal cavity to heal an organ, so that the body as a whole could function. We injected the bloodstream with chemical agents and potential toxins, all with the hope that the benefits outweighed the risks. Now as psychiatrists, we continue to break down humans into components: the sections of a mental status examination; the portions of a treatment plan; a checklist of orders. We are asked to set aside our dedication to humanity, all with the goal of having a greater ability to heal the human as a whole.
We trust in our tools, our science, and our healing touch. We hold on to the faith we have in our training and the belief that our brand of intervention will one day resuscitate the humanity buried by the illnesses consuming these human beings. We maintain hope that there will be a moment, perhaps in a day, a week, or a month, when we can finally bear witness to the very thing we set out to study: humanity. To some, pursuing this restitution of wellness-the process of searching for even a single moment of unadulterated humanity-represents an arduous task with little reward. The rest of us, however, we know that the true spoils of war lie beyond the battlefield. They exist not only as the wellness of our patient, but in the resurgence of our own dedication to humanity.
One day in the garden, bathed in sunshine outside the very place they once filled with turmoil, we see them. Two humans, not two patients, walking. Each carrying a water can filled to the brim. Slowly, methodically, proudly, they pour water onto the flowerbeds, watching the water seep down away into the dirt. Washing away the dust atop the fertile soil below. One by one, each of the beds receives its daily dose of nourishment, until the cans are empty and stacked neatly in the corner. It is in this very moment that we see their humanity. In the smile shared between two humans. Each of whom has a history as a beloved son or an adored daughter, muddled by a recent history of chaos and turmoil. Two humans who survived their histories, and now have futures. Futures which will one day lead them away from this dark period of their lives. Futures borne by our dedication to their humanity.
It is one of the hallmarks of psychiatry that we do not treat an organ, or any part of what is nominally referred to as "the body." Instead our profession centers on understanding humans. We start by examining the individually dissectible components of a human, and then work towards studying the outward projection of a nearly metaphysical entity entitled "the mind." Along the way, we hope to maintain our sense of humanity and the understanding of what makes a human "whole." We strive to understand everything that drives people to act the way they do, to think the way they do, and to live the way they do. In our profession we encounter the full range of human emotion: sorrow, joy, fear, courage, despair, and elation. For us, these are not merely adjectives, but signposts. They guide us along a path towards the goal of not only understanding the individual before us, but also, understanding our own sense of humanity.
Implications for Educators
• Remember to teach that the initial presentation of a patient is not necessarily indicative of who they are, or who they have the capacity to become.
• Always remember that the true purpose of treatment is to reconstitute patients to their most functional level.
